
QUICK SHIELD

NGA have long been an advocate of innovative, multi-purpose technologies for interior spaces.

Our clean and transparent fabrics have now been re-imagined to provide the ultimate in protection 
for these unprecedented times. Ideal for beauty salons, office spaces, retail environments and 
transportation spaces, our system is available to everyone.

NGA’s new Quick Shield products which is available in a multitude of sizes are designed so that 
anybody can easily install them with just two fixings via easily adjustable suspension wires. 
Our Quick Shield product can be easily cleaned, protect against the transfer of droplets, be installed 
anywhere and even significantly advance the acoustics of your space.
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Easy to clean 

Easy to install with just two fixings required 

Available with printed branding 

High level of light transmission

Fire Rated Class 0 

Soft Finish 

Manufactured in the UK

Delivered in 5 working days

Safe contactless delivery

Available in different levels of transparency 
where privacy may be beneficial 

Eco friendly (100% recyclable) 

Social Distance Shield

Different size combinations available:
Width: 1 / 1.4 / 1.6 / 2 / 2.8 m or custom
Drop:   1 / 1.5 m or custom

Suspended solution supplied with
hanging kit, fast and quick installation
on any kind of ceiling.
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Easy to clean 

Easy to install, just mount the fixing feet

Available with printed branding 

High level of light transmission

Fire Rated Class 0 

Soft Finish 

Manufactured in the UK

Delivered in 7 working days

Safe contactless delivery

Available in different levels of transparency 
where privacy may be beneficial 

Eco friendly (100% recyclable) 

Social Distance Shield

Different size combinations available:
Width: any size requested 
Height: up to 3 metres

SELF STANDING SOLUTIONS FOR OPEN SPACES
Whether creating safe corridors and cubicles or breaking up large spaces, the self standing solution is
perfect for big areas such as train stations, airports, exhibition centres, big office areas and restaurants.

The height of the screen can be up to 3 metres and there’s no limit to its length, so any self standing
Quick Shield is bespoke and made to our customer’s need. You have the frame and just need the
shield? We can do it for you, we can provide supply and installation of just the protective film.

Let your customers feel safe with these cost-effective solution for preserving the social distance
required.


